Grave Post （墓標）

A wing of propeller from the wreck "Meigs"
Inscription on the tomb is Sanskrit.
On the occasion of building Fujita family tombstone.

Hereby having symbolized salvage business, its relating wing of propeller is to be grave post.

At the beginning of The Pacific War - Feb. 1942, Japanese air force attacked Darwin Australia and sent 8 vessels being collected from USA, UK and Australia to the bottom.

The grave post was recovered out of one of the vessels, "Meigs" when the salvage operation to those wrecks had been implemented after the war for the period from 1959 to 1961.

Dare to say, the reason why an article left behind from battle ground to this sacred place is to learn the ghastly war of hell and pray eternal peace for a rebirth in paradise, and also pray worship of innumerable mutual sacrificed soul in the war.

In addition, having received deep appreciation from Australia Authorities to the recognition for removal of scar of the war, it was made to commemorate the pleasure of contribution to promote goodwill between Australia and Japan in the least.

Pray (God's mercy).

November 10th, 1963